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A specific type of activity associated with fairly large pulsive 

energy loss has been observed, predominantly during improved confinement 

(H-mode) discharges in the NBI heated Doublet III tokamak. Large repetitive 

bursts of edge recycling light with 2-5ms duration and ~10ms intervals appear 

in the course of increasing &,• The amount of energy released by a single 

burst is estimated to be at least 2-3% of stored energy. As a result of these 

periodic energy losses, attained values of plasma energy is evaluated to be 

depressed as much as 10%. Prior to a burst, large m-n=0 magnetic field 

oscillations of ~20kHz were observed with highly peaked distribution near the 

divertor region. No other particular activities which might be responsible 

for either the confinement deterioration or improvement have been found 

throughout the entire operational space. 

Keywords: Fluctuations, NBI Heated, Doublet III, Divertor Discharges, 

Energy Loss, H-mode, Plasma Confinement, Tokamak Bursts 
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中性粒子入射加熱されたダブレット Eのダイパータ放電時に

観測される揺動

日本原子力研究所東海研男新大型トカマク開発部

木島 滋・相川裕史・安積正史・星野克道

亀有昭久ヰ1・笠井雅夫ヰ1・狐崎品雄・4嚇朋文ヰ2

松田俊明・宮 直之・永見正幸・二宮博正

仙石盛夫・嶋田道也・徳竹利国・横溝英明

山内俊彦.T. ANGEL牢3.C. ARMENTROUT牢3

R BLAUヰ3.G. BRAMSONヰ3.N. BROOKSヰ3
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R. SERAYDAR IANホ3.R. SNIDER牢3

R. STAMBAUGH牢3.E. STRAIT牢3

( 1983年9月30日受理)

かなり大きな間歌的エネルギー損失を伴う独特のアクティビティーが，中性粒子入射加

熱時のダプレット Eトカマクにおいて，しかも専ら閉じ込めの良い (Hモード}放電時Iζ

観測された。ポロイダルベータ値が上昇していくと，パルス幅 2-5msec司句lOmsecの

間隔をもっ周辺リサイクリング光の大きなパーストの繰り返しが見られる。 1回のパース

トによってはき占されるエネルギー量は蓄積全エネルギーの少なくとも 2-3~桜花相当す

ると見積られる。乙の周期的エネルギー損失は，プラズマエネルギーの最大到達値にして

lOSち程抑制されている事tζ相当する。パーストに先立って.ダイパーター部に大きなピ

ークをも約 20KHzでm=n=Oの大きな磁場の揺動が観測された。とれ以外1[.• 金運転

舗績を通じてー殻的1[.閉じ込めの劣下或いは改善を支配していると思われるような特別の

アクティピティーは観測されていない。

牢 1 外来研究員:三菱原子力工業側

牢2 外来研究員;日立製作所側

本3 GAテクノロジーズ7
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1. Introduction 

MHD activity in tokamak plasmas has been extensively studied in theories 

and experiments. However, there is quite a bit of information of particular 

activities which could definitely determine plasma properties; such as 

internal disruption and some cases of hard disruption. In many of the cases, 

it is obscure whether the activity itself plays an essential role in particle 

and/or energy transport or is just a simple indication of local profile 

changes. In this context, it is important to evaluate the influences 

introduced by each activity. 

Experiments on high power neutral beam injection (NBI) heating 

demonstrated that the high beta plasmas close to a reactor relevant level are 

well sustainable, even in a situation where confinement is degraded to some 

extent [1]. Several attempts have been made to clarify the cause of the 

degradation from the viewpoint of MHD activity in higher 3. In ISX-B, the 

existence of high frequency broad band spectrums on the Mirnov signal is 

thought to be an indication of the resistive ballooning mode and the enhanced 

thermal diffusivity due to this activity is estimated [2]. A particular type 

of m»l activity called "fish bone" is reported as one of the important loss 

mechanisms for high energy ions in PDX [3], However, in Doublet III we were 

not able to find any evidence of activities which indicate positive 

correlations with observed deterioration or empirical scaling which is 

reported in [lj although the measurement was restricted to one internal 

magnetic probe with 25usec time resolution. Also, there was no marked MID 

activity which affected the basic heating efficiency in JFT-2 [4]. 

- 1 -
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Recently, discharges with improved confinement time comparable 

to the ohmic level (H-mode) have also been obtained in Doublet III, similar to 

the ones already reported in ASDEX [5]. The H-mode discharge is characterized 

by gradual growth of plasma energy indicated by a diamagnetic signal after 

abrupt reduction of edge recycling neutral light (DQ/HC), contrast to limiter 

discharges in which the energy saturates within SO-100ms and accompany 

enhanced neutral light emission. Detailed values of plasma parameters and 

characterisitcs are to be reported [6]. Fluctuations in H-mode discharges are 

characterized as follows: large amplitude m*3,4 Mlrnov oscillations coupled 

with internal BFI mode; longer repetition sawtooth with faint amplitude; and, 

in addition, the appearance of large, almost regular bursts of recycling 

light. This paper describes the characteristics of Da/Ha burst activity 

(which may rather be called edge relaxation oscillation phenomena) in detail. 

Similar observations were also reported in ASDEX [7], although there is a 

major difference in density modulation. 

-- 2 -
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2. Diagnostics 

Description of the Doublet III tokamak, neutral beam injectors are found 

elsewhere [1,8]. Major machine parameters are Bi<2.4T, Ip<lMA, R=143cm and 

a-43cm. Neutral hydrogen beaas of ~70kV are injected into deuterium plasma 

nearly perpendicularly. Maximum available NBI power was ~4.5MW. The 

diagnostics mainly used in the fluctuation study are the following: 

1) Poloidal magneic field fluctuation (Mirnov oscillation) ; Bg 

Figure l(a) shows the locations of 11 magnetic probes in the poloidal 

direction (300o^-60o)<9<240° with every 30° separation at the toroidal angle 

ip-255°). Another Bg probe is located at 6"0° and ^75° (180° apart) for the 

identification of toroidal mode structure. Probes are attached inside the 

vacuum vessel wall and behind the limiters with ~0.6mm stainless steel covers. 

The sensitivity of each probe is calibrated (in the absence of the vessel 

wall) and have nearly flat frequency response of ~0.15 [turn-m^J up to ~20kHz. 

Actual time resolution of Bg is restricted by a digitizer clock rate of 

lOysec minimum. 

2) Soft x-ray diodes (PIN diode) arrays ; A 

Soft x-ray emission profile from main plasma (photon energy with 

>l.l-1.3keV) can be measured by two fan-shaped arrays (vertical and tangential 

arrays with 3-4cm spatial resolution). The regions yielding maximum 

emissivity are shown by arrows in Fig. l(a) (i.e., +36cm > z(vertical) > -24cm 

and +21cm>R (radial : RQ"143cm) > -5cm). The signal is divided with a high 

pass (SXRF : 1.3kHz < f < 50kHz) and low pass (SXRS : f < 1.3kHz) filters. 

Q 
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vacuum vesse1 wall and behind the limiters with ~.6mm stainless steel covers. 

The sensitivity of each probe is calibrated (in the absence of the vessel 

wa11) and have near1y f1at frequency response of ~.15 [turn-m2] up to -20kHz. 

Actua1 time resolution of Be is restricted by a digitizer clock rate of 

1011sec minimum. 

2) Soft x-ray diodes (P1N diode) arrays A 

Soft :c-ray emission profile from main plasma (photon energy with 

ー1.1-1.3keV) can be血 asuredby two fan-shaped arrays (vertical and tangential 

arrays with 3-4cm spatial resolution). The regions yielding maximum 

emissivity are sh叩 nby arrows in Fig. l(a) (i.~.. +36cm ) z(vertical) ) -24阻

and +21cm)R (radial Ro-143叩) ) -5cm). The signa1 is divided with a high 

pass (SXRF 1.3kHz < f < 50kHz) and low pass (SXRS f < 1.3kHz) filters. 
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3) Multichannel grating cyclotron radiometer ; 

Time and spatial resolutions are 5kHz (digitizer) and ~7cm vertically and 

~3cm horizontally. The spatially covered zone is -11cm <R0 <27cm for Rj 

~2.3T. The absolute value of the intensity could be calibrated by Thomson 

scattering via Michelson 2flce radiometer. 

4) Da/
Ha emission by filtered photo diodes ; HALPHA 

Three filtered photo diodes (\>~6563A with AX(FWHM) - 100 A) looking at 

the primary limiter surface (HALPHAL1M), main plasma (apart from the limiters) 

(HALPHAU) and near the divertor region (HALPHAM) are employed with time 

resolution of ^0.5msec. In this paper, these recycling lights are referred to 

as "Da/Ha" or "HALPHA", although the major component of the signal is 

D a (main plasma) including a small fraction of H a (from NBI). 

5) Perpendicular charge exchange flux (ex.) measurement 

Injected beam and slowing down components of H atoms and bulk thermal D 

atoms are detected with ~130 energy channels. The orientation is set to be at 

the same angle as that of the NBI. Minimum time resolution is 1msec. 

6) Twenty-one channel bolometer array for e x . and radiation [9] 

Response time of the bolometer is ~lmsec and the radiation intensity is 

calibrated when B is small enough. 

7) Diamagnetic measurements 

The values of the poloidal beta (3p), toroidal beta (SjO and stored energy 

(w), in which beam components are included, are obtained from diamagnetic 

measurements in this paper. Signals obtained from the diamagnetic loop, Which 

is coupled with tht= orientation compensating coils, are numerically subtracted 

from the influences of the various field coil currents and vessel current 

HO]. 
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3) Multichannel grating cyclotron radio臨 ter 2flce 

Time and spatial resolutions are 5kHz (digitizer) and -7cm vertically and 

ー3cmhorizontall.y. The spatially covet"ed zone is -l1cm <Ro <27cm for Bt 

-2.3T. The absolute value of the intensity could be calibrated by Thomson 

scattering via Michelson 20ce radiometer. 

4) DαIHαemission by filtered photo diodes HALPHA 

Three ftltered photo diodes (入。-6563A with d.λ{問削) - 100的 lookingat 

the primary limiter surface (HALPHALIM)， main plasma (apart from the limiters) 

(HALPHAU) and near the divertor region (HALPHAM) are四 ployedwith time 

resolution of ~0.5msec. ln this paper， these recycling lights are referred to 

as "Da/Ha" or百品PHA"，although the major component of the signal is 

Da (main plasma) including a small fraction of Hα(from NBI). 

5) Perpendicular charge exchange flux (c.x.)臨 asurement

Injected beam and slowing down components of H atoms and bulk thermal D 

atoms are detect~d with -130 energy channels. The orientation is set to be at 

the same angle as that of the NBl. Minir...um time resolution 1s lmsec. 

6) Twenty-one channel bolometer array for c.x. and radiation [9] 

Response time of the bolometer is -lmsec and the radiation intensity i8 
刷、

calibrated when B is small enough. 

7) Diamagnetic眠 asurements

The values of the poloidal beta (sp)， toroidal beta (崎) an~ stored energy 

何人 inwhich beam components are included， are obtained frOD dia皿agnetic

measurements in this paper. Signals obtained from the diamagnetic loop，曲ich

is coupled with th~ orientation compensating coils， are numerically subtracted 

from the influences of the various fiald coil currents and vessel current 

[10) • 
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The agreement between 3p measured by diagmanetlsm and the one calculated from 

density and temperature measurment is within *0.15 or better at low to 

medium plasma current; the diamagnetic value gives O.I higher value at high 

lp (Ip~700kA) in these H-mode divertor discharges. The argument is ambiguous 

to some extent, since the information about the actual pressure anisotropy is 

not available. 

- 5 -
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The agreement between sp measured by dlagmanetlsm and the one ca1cu1ated from 

denslty and temperature measurment 1s wlthln者).15or better at 10w to 

med1um p1asma current; the dlamagnetlc va1ue glves 内 0.1hlgher va1ue at hlgh 

lp (lp~700kA) 1n these H-mode dlvertor dlscharges. The argument 1s掴 b1guou5

to 50me extent. slnce the lnformat1on about the actua1 pressure anlsotropy 15 

not aval1ab1e. 
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3. Characteristics of H-mode Discharges and their MHD Activities 

The best heating efficiency has been obtained with the equilibrium 

configurations shown In Figs. l(a) and (b). Major modifications from those 

previously reported [11] are the extension of the main plasma downward and the 

ability of the E-^rape-off plasma to flow into both the inside and outside of 

the vessel wall. The minimum distance between the main separatrix magnetic 

surface and the limiters is estimated to be typically 3-5cm from the 

equilibrium calculation (in some cases of high Ip, the plasma shifts to the 

inside more closely). 

The quantitative criteria between the H and L mode has not yet been 

clarified. The reason mainly comes from the fact that the values of the 

heating efficiency scattered continuously from the best discharges (typical 

H-mode) to the worst case (almost the same as the previous limiter discharges 

[1]) (cf. Fig. 6). However, as one of the most probable causes, the 

differences in the level of the edge recycling light emission is discussed in 

a separate paper [6]. In general, good H-mode discharges require a reduced 

gas puffing rate during NBI, higher Ip and higher beam power. 

Several common features are observed in the H-mode discharges in contrast 

to the typical limiter discharges (or L-mode). Confinement improvement is 

clearly seen in the smooth increase of the stored plasma energy by diamagnetic 

signal and increase of the soft x-ray and neutron emissions without marked 

saturation at the early phase (5C-100ms) of the NBI. With a few exceptions in 

low Ip, good H-mode discharges usually accompany large amplitude m=3 ,4 

oscillations coupled with internal XFI mode, sawtooth activity with longer 

repetition time which is roughly proportional to the 3p increase and Da/Ha 

bursts in the course of stored energy increase. 
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3. Characterlst1c日 ofH-mode D1scharges and the1r MHD Act1v1t1es 

The best heat1ng eff1c1ency bas been obta1ned w1th the equ111br1um 

configurat10ns shown 1n F1gs. l(a) and (b). Hajor mod1ficat10ns from those 

prev10us1y reported [111 are the extens10n of the回 1np1asma downward and the 

ability of I:he fこrape-offp1asma to f10w 1nto both the 1ns1de and outs1de of 

the vesse1 wa11. The m1n1mum d1stance between the ma1n separatr1x magnetlc 

surface and the lim1ters is estlmated to be typical1y 3-5cm from the 

equ111brlum ca1cu1ation (1n some cases of h1gh lp. the p1asma shlfts to the 

~ns1de more c10se1y). 

The quant1tative cr1teria between the H and L mode has not yet been 

c1arif1ed. The reason main1y comes from the fact that the va1ues of the 

heat1ng eff1clency scattered contlnuous1y from the best dlscharges (typ1ca1 

H-mode) 1:0 the worst case (a1most the s掴 eas the previous limiter d1scharges 

[11) (cf. Fig. 6). However. as one of the most probab1e causes， the 

differences in the 1eve1 of the edge recyc1ing 11ght emission is d1scussed in 

a separate paper [61. 1n genera1. good H-mode di~charges require a reduced 

gas puffing rate during NBI， h1gher lp and higher beam power. 

Several common features are observed 1n the 1←mode discharges 1n contrast 

to the typica1 11miter discharges (or L-mode). Confinement improvement 1s 

c1ear1y seen 1n the smooth 1ncrease of the stor.ed p1asma energy by diamagnetic 

signa1 and increase of the soft x-ray and neutron em1ss10ns w1thout marked 

saturation at the ear1y phase (50-100ms) of the NBI. With a few exceptions 1n 

10w lp. good H-mode discharges usua11y accompany 1arge amp1itude ~3.4 

osci11ations coup1ed w1th interna1 sFl mode， sawtooth activity with 10nger 

repetition time wh1ch is rough1y proport10na1 to the sp increase and Da/Ra 

bursts in the course of stored energy 1ncrease. 
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Figure 2 shows the parameter (fr-Pp) space which has been obtained in 

these experiments. Maximum values of fJj< and fJp achieved are 2.4% and 1.7, 

respectively. All the data points are 4 beam injection (PINJ ~4.5MW) case and 

are selected to indicate typical extremes in this space. The safety factor 

qa* is simply defined for convenience to be the same as the limiter 

discharges, qa* = (
BT/u0Ip) (2ira

2/R) (l+Ka
2)/2, even though the divertor 

configuration is employed. 

The Mirnov oscillation of these discharges are characterized as the 

poloidal mode number of n=3 or 4, toroidal mode number of n=l and the 

frequency range from several to 20kHz, excpet for the region marked "e" (low 

Ip case). The level of the relative amplitude Be/Be has a general trend of 

increasing with the f$p increase from 0.1 to several percent. Figure 3 and 7 

show examples of the time evolution of the Mirnov signals. They can be 

classified into three different types: (1) continuously growing type (Fig. 7) 

and (2) repetitive bursts type (Fig. 3) of large amplitude m=3,4 oscillation 

until the internal disruption and (3) no regular sinusoidal oscillation with 

m=0, n=0 perturbation occasionally. The poloidal mode structures are 

identified in the outer half of the cross section (-60° <9 < 90°) and diminish 

at the inner region, usually in the case of (1) or (2). Also, these BDF3,4 

oscillations are coupled with an internal m=l mode of the soft x-ray 

emission in their frequency and timing. Discharges marked "a", "b" and some 

cases of "c" in Fig. 2 are categorized as type (1) of the above-mentioned and 

"d" and some of "c" belong to type (2). The group of discharges marked "e" 

correspond to type (3). 

J血 RI-M83-171 

Figure 2 shows the par四 eter(sT-sp) space which has been obtained in 

these experiments. Maxlmum va1ues of sT and sp achieved are 2.4% and 1.7， 

respect1ve1y. .1¥11 the data points are 4加四 injection(PINJ -4.5附) case and 

are se1ected to indicate typica1 extremes in thls space. The safety factor 

qa* is simp1y defined for convenience to be the same as the 1imiter 

discharges， qa* (BT/υo工p) (2官a2/R) (1+Ka2)/2， even though the divertor 

configuration is emp1oyed. 

The Mlrnov osci11ation of these discharges are characterized as the 

po1oida1 mode number of m=3 or 4， toroida1 mode number of 0=1 and the 

frequency range from several to 20kHz， excpet for the region回 rked"e" (low 

工pcase). The 1eve1 of the re1ative amp1ituユeBe/Be has a genera1 trend of 

increasing with the sp increase from 0.1 to severa1 percent. Flgure 3 and 7 

show examp1es of the time evo1ution of the Mlrnov signa1s. They can be 

c1assified into three different types: (1) continuous1y growing type (Flg. 7) 

and (2) repetitive bursts type (Fig. 3) of 1arge岨 plitudeDF3，4 oscil1ation 

unti1 the interna1 disruption and (3) no regu1ar sinusoida1 oscl11ation wlth 

m=0， n=0 perturbation occasional1y. The pololda1 mode structures are 

ldentified 1n the outer half of the cross section (-600 <e < 900
) and diminish 

at the inner region， usua11y in the case of (1) or (2). A1so， these m=3，4 

osci11ations are coup1ed with an interna1 m=1 rnode of the soft 主ーray

emission ill their frequency and timing. Discharges marked "a・・ ， "b・・ and some 

cases of "c" in Fig. 2 are categorized as type (1) of the abO¥re-mentioned and 

"d" and some of "c" be10ng to type (2). The group of discharges marked "e" 

correspond to type (3). 
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It has already been reported that the MHD activity during high pwoer NBI 

exhibits several different behaviors compared to ohmic discharges. A 

continuous growing mode similar to type (1) was observed in JFT-2 [12] and 

1SX-B [13]; the burst-like type (2) are called "fish-bone" in PDX[3], although 

whether these types are identical to those observed in other tokamaks or not 

is still unclear. The hatched region in Fig. 2 corresponds to the onset of 

the fish-bone activity oserved in PDX [3]. However, as shown in Fig. 3(a) 

there is no appreciable loss of slowing down beam particles (TRRP 61-64 H) or 

decrease in the neutron emission (NEUTI2) correlated with the Bg bursts 

activity onset, although the time resolution of e x . and neutron measurements 

are relatively slow and lms and several to 10ms, respectively. Marked time 

correlation is seen in dips of soft x-ray emission (SXRS20) with Da/Ha bursts 

rather than Be bursts. Almost all the cases ("a", "c" and some of "b" and 

"e" in Fig. 2) exhibit Da/Ha burst activity. 

JAERI-M 83-171 

It has a1ready been reported that the HHD activity during high pwoer NBI 

exhibits severa1 different behaviors compared to ohmic discharges. A 

continuous growing mode simi1ar to type (1) was observed in JFT-2 [12] and 

ISX-B [13J; the burst-1ike type (2) are cal1ed "fish-bone" in PDX[3J， although 

whether these types are identica1 to those observed 1n other tokamaks or not 

1s sti11 unc1ear. The hatched region in Fig. 2 corre雪pondsto the onset of 

the fish-bone activity oserved in PDX [3J. However， as shown in Fig. 3(a) 

there is no appreciab1e 10ss of slowing down beam partic1es (TRRP 61-64 H) or 

decrease in the neutron emission (NEUTI2) corre1ated with the Be bursts 

activity onset， a1though the time reso1ution of c.x. and neutron measurements 

are re1ative1y slow and 1ms and severa1 to 10ms， respective1y. Marked time 

corre1ation is seen in dips of soft x-ray emission (SXRS20) with Da/Hαbursts 

rather than Be bursts. A1most a11 the cases ("a"， "c" and some of "b" and 

"e" in Fig. 2) exhibit DαIHαburst activity. 
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4. Da/Km Bursts and Associated Phenomena at Higher flp H-mode Discharges 

Typical examples of discharges which accompany Da/Ha bursts are 

shown In Figs. 4(a) : shot No. 33704 and 4(b) : shot No. 33318. The global 

plasma parameters of these discharges (presented in detail in this Section) 

are the following: #33704 : I p - 0.62MA, By - 2.3T, Bp max = 0.9 and stored 

plasma energy W = 230kJ; #33318 : I p = 0.49MA, B-j; = 1.8T, Sp n^x * 1.2 

(3f = 1.5%) and W K 180kJ. Both discharges have a similar density of % = 

4.5-4.7x10*3 c m-3 > almost identical qa* of - 3 and the same injection power 

P I N J of = 4.5MW. 

Nearly regular Da/Ha bursts at - 10ms intervals are seen in all 

locations. Soft x-ray emissions exhibit a large sawtooth-like drop 

corresponding to each burst, especially at the outer radius (SXRS20 : Z • 

+24cm). Figure 4(b) shows that even at the central region the emission is 

also modulated (SXRS25 : Z=0). Stored plasma energy (DIAMAG) is slightly 

saturated (at t> 880 ms in Fig. 4(a)) or even decreases (4(b)) by the onset of 

these activities. 

Figure 5 is a plot of the relative amplitude of a Da/Ha burst with 

respect to Bp for different Ip and By. The figure shows that the bursts 

appear at gp > 0.7-0.8. Also, there are discharges without bursts indicated 

as Al/l=0. The onset region seems to be related to Ip as indicated by curves. 

However, it Is not simply qa* related if compared with lower B-j> cases (open 

points). 
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4. .DCJ./H目 Burstsand Associated Phenomena at Higher so H-mode Discharges 

Typica1 ex掴 p1esof discharges which accompany DafHa bursts are 

自hownin Figs. 4(a) shot No. 33704 and 4(b) shot No. 33318. The g10ba1 

plasma parameters of these discharges (presented in detai1 in this Section) 

are the f0110wing: #33704 lp Z 0.62MA， ~ ~ 2.3T， sp回 x ~ 0.9 and stored 

p1asma energy W ~ 230kJ; #33318 lp = 0.49MA， ~ ~ 1.8T， sp回 X 包1.2

(sT ~ 1.5%) and W ~ 180kJ. Both discharges have a similar density of ne ~ 

4.5-4.7xl013 cm-3， almost identical qa* of ~ 3 and the same injection p四 'er

PINJ of ~ 4.5MW. 

Near1y regu1ar Da/Ha bursts at ~ 10ms interva1s are seen in a11 

10cations. 50ft x-ray emissions exhibit a 1arge sawtooth-1ike drop 

corresponding to each burst， especia11y at the outer radius (空XRS20 Z-

+24cm). Figure 4(b) shows that even at the eentra1 region the emission i8 

a1so modu1ated (5XRS25 ZaO). Stored p1asma energy (DIAMAG) i8 s1ight1y 

saturated (at t> 880 ms in Fig. 4(a)) or even decreases (4(b)) by the onset of 

these activities. 

Figure 5 is a p10t of the re1ative 掴 p1itude of a Dα1Ha burst with 

respect to sp for different lp and Br・ Thefi伊 reshows that the bursts 

appear at sp ) 0.7-0.8. A1so， there are discharges without bursts indicated 

as tJ.I/工=0. The onset region seems to be re1ated to Ip as indicated by curves. 

However， it is not simp1y qa* re1ated if compared with 10wer ~ cases (open 

points). 
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Figure 6 shows a situation in which good heating discharges often 

accompany Da/Ha burst activity (full circles and triangles). The 

increment of gp from the ohmic level divided by the injected power is plotted 

as a function of Ip > i.e., the net plasma pressure increase per unit 

injection power (heating efficiency). All the data points are the 3 or 4 bean 

injection case. Power lost by shine-through is typically <15Z at iig > 4xl0l3 

cm~3 and data points are chosen at 1% > 3.5x10*3 Cm~3. The lower broken line 

corresponds to the envelope of the better limiter discharges with D shape 

(elongation Ka~1.4) (squares). The upper line corresponds to the best results 

obtained so far in the equilibrium shown in Fig. 1 (at Ip =350kA, A0p/PINJ = 

0.4 has been obtained with PJNJ ~ 1«2MW ; not shown). Roughly, a factor of 

two improvement is obtained if compared with the best data and limiter 

discharges. However, in contrast to [5], the heating efficiencies distributed 

from the L-mode close to the limiter discharges to the bast H-mode 

continuously, although the same configuration (Fig. 1) was employed. 

Several discharges have transition phases during NBI between the L and H 

modes; a particular case which showed a clear transition from the L to the H 

mode during NBI (like ASDEX) or the H mode discharges which turn over to the L 

mode by small additional gas puffing or one of the beams turning off. 

However, no appreciable change in the characteristics of the Mirnov 

oscillation were observed at these transition phases. Arrows in the figure 

indicate shots #33704 and #33318 which are discussed following section. 

Sometimes in lower qa* discharges, very sharp Da/Ha bursts were observed just 

at the time of sawtooth relaxation. These bursts are excluded in this paper, 

since their origin are thought to be different (induced by heat pulses due to 

classical sawtooth relaxation driven by internal O P ! activity). 
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Figure 6 shows a situation in which good heating discharges often 

accompany DαIHαburst activity (fu11 circ1es and triang1es). The 

increment of sp from the ohmic 1eve1 d1vided by the injected power is p10tted 

as a function of Ip-2. i.e.， the net p1asma pressure increase per unit 

injection p叩 er(heating efficiency). Al1 the data points are the 3 or 4 be掴

1吋ectioncase. P叩 er10st by shine-through is typically <15% at ~ >仕lO13

cm-3 and data points are chosen at ~ > 3.5xlO日 cm-3 • The 1叩 erbroken 1ine 

corresponds to the envelope of the better 1imiter discharges with D shape 

(elongation Ka-l.4) (squares). The upper line corresponds to the best resu1ts 

obtained so far in the equi1ibrium shown in Fig. 1 (at Ip ~350kA，崎IPINJ ~ 

0.4 has been obtained with PINJ '" 1.2MW not shown). R.ough1y， a factor of 

two 1mprovement is obtained if compared w1th the best data and limiter 

discharges. However， in contrast to [5]， the heating efficiencies distributed 

from the L-mode c10se to the limiter discharges to the best H-mode 

continuously， a1though the sane configuration (Fig. 1) was emp10yed. 

Severa1 discharges have transition phases during NBI between the L and H 

modes; a particu1ar case which showed a c1ear transition from the L to the H 

mode during NBI (1ike ASDEX) or the H mode discharges which turn over to the L 

J 
mode by sma11 additiona1 gas puffing or one of the beams turning off. 

However， no appreciab1e change in the characteristics of the Hirnov 

osci11ation were observed at these transition phases. Arrows in the figure 

indicate shots #33704 and #33318 which are discussed f0110wing section. 

Sometimes in 10wer qa* discharges， very sharp Da/Hαh且rstswere observed just 

at the time of sawtooth re1axation. These ~且rsts are exc1uded in this paper， 

since their origin are thought to be different (induced by heat pu1ses due to 

c1assica1 sawtooth re1axation driven by interna1 ~1 activity). 
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4.1 Modulation of Plasma Parameters Due to the Bursts 

Almost all the major parameters are modulated by Da/Ha bursts. Since 

many of the signals are digitized in relatively slow sampling rates (order of 

msec) as described in Section 2, it is basically difficult to distinguish 

between cause and result. 

Figure 7 shows the same discharges as shown in Fig. 4 in an expanded time 

scale. BQ signals of the inner wall (6=180°) show a clear burst at the 

beginning of Da/Ha bursts, while the outside BQ (6=0°) is unclear due to the 

presence of a large Mirnov oscillation of m-3,4 coupled with the same 

frequency of the internal m-1 mode (SXFR22). (Sawtooth activity with m"l 

oscillation is sometimes referred to as "classical sawtooth" in this paper, 

although usually somewhat modified from the pure ohmic nr*l oscillation as 

described in Sec. 3). In general, Da/Ha bursts are excited independent of the 

existence of the internal m=l mode and associated sawtooth oscillation and 

Mirnov oscillation (Figs. 3 and 7). 

Inward radial motions of the plasma column which correlate to the bursts 

are also observed as shown in Fig. 7(b). The maximum displacement in Fig. 

7(b) amounts to only AR_ <0.3cm and is small enough to the gap between the 

separatrix surface and the limiters based on equilibrium calculations 

(Fig. 1). The vertical shift Zp is <0.1cm. These plasma motions are 

linked together to the change in fip and to the cha ige of inductance. 
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4.1 Modu1at10n of P1asma Para皿eters以leto the Bursts 

A1most a11 the major par掴 etersare modu1ated by Da/Ha bursts. S1nce 

many of the s1gna1s are d1g1t1zed 1n re1at1ve1y s10w samp11ng rates (order ~f 

msec) ~s descr1bed 1n Section 2， 1t 1s bas1ca11y d1ff1cu1t to d1st1ngu1sh 

between cause and resu1t. 

F1gure 7 shows the same d1scharges as shown 1n F1g. 4 1n an expanded t1me 

sca1e. BS s1gna1s of the 1nner wa11 (白雪1800
) show a c1ear burst at the 

beg1nn1ng of Da/Ha bursts， wh11e the outs1de BS (S司。) 1s unc1ear due to the 

presence of a 1arge Mirnov osc111at10n of ~3 ， 4 coup1ed w1th the same 

frequency of the 1nterna1 ~1 mode (SXFR22). (Sawtooth act1v1ty w1th DP1 

osc111ation 1s somet1mes referred to as "c1ass1ca1 sawtooth" 1n th1s paper， 

a1though usua11y somewhat mod1f1ed from the pure ohm1c m-1 osc111at1on as 

descr1bed 1n Sec. 3). 1n genera1， Da/Ha bursts are exc1ted 1ndependent of the 

ex1stence of the 1nterna1 DF1 mode and assoc1ated sawtooth osci11at1on and 

M1rnov osc111at10n (F1gs. 3 and 7). 

lnward rad1a1 mot10ns of the p1asma c01umn wh1ch corre1ate to the bursts 

are a1so observed as shown 1n F1g. 7(b). The max1mum disp1acement 1n F1g. 

7(b) amounts to on1y aRp ~0.3cm and 1s sma11 enough to the gap between the 

separatr1x surface and the 11m1ters based on equ11ibr1um ca1cu1ations 

(F1g. 1). The vert1ca1 sh1ft Zp 18 <0.1cm. These p1asma mot1ons are 

11nked together to the change 1n sp and to the cha 明 of1nductance. 
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Figure 8 shows an example of electron temperature modulation (Te) 

measured by a 2fice grating radiometer. Marked Te dips correspond 

to each burst. Classical Internal disruptions at t-760 ms and 

840 ms with m=l oscillations are also seen. There Is a possibility of 

overlapping harmonics component in 2ftce measurements. The intensity 

could be affected only in regions of R>20cm (major radius > 163cm) by the 

component in these cases. 

Figures 9(a)-9(c) show the modulaion profiles of Te and soft x-ray 

emission at Da/Ha bursts and at classical sawtooth for comparison. Te/Te (2Rce) 

at bursts and at sawtooth are plotted in Fig. 9(a) for shot #33704 (Fig. 8). 

Figure 9(b) shows the vertical profile of the soft x-ray intensity modulation 

(A/A) for shot #33318 indicating >100Z near the edge. The comparison of the 

magnitude of Te and A are shown In Fig. 9(c) for similar discharge parameters 

as shot #33704. The top figure is a Te/Te (2flce) profile at sawtooth and 

precursor m-1 oscillation; the second graph shows the radial profiles of Te/Te 

and A/A at the burst; and the bottom one shows the vertical profiles of A/A 

at sawtooth and burst. These observations are summarized as follows: 

oscillation amplitude increases largely at the outer region and even the 

central part Te is modulated by several percent (cf. Ref. [7]). 

Unlike the classical sawtooth, no inversion of the phase is observed within 

the region covered (arrows in Fig. l(a)). While a large increase in divertor 

electron temprature at the burst is reported in ASDEX[14]. 
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F1郡山e8 shows an ex岨 .p1eof e1ectron temperature IIIOdu1at10n (Te) 

measured by a 20ce grat1ng rad10meter. Marked Te d1ps correspond 

to each burst. C1ass1ca1 1nterna1 d1srupt10ns at t-760 ms and 

840 ms wit.h m=l osc111at10ns are a1so seen. There 1s a possib1lity of 

over1app1ng harmon1cs component 1n 20ce measurements. The 1ntens1ty 

cou1d be affected on1y 1n reg10ns of R>20cm (回jorrad1us > 163cm) by the 3~e 

component 1n these cases. 

F1gures 9(a)-9(c) show the modu1a10n prof11es of Te and soft x-ray 

em1ss10n at Da/Ha bursts and at c1ass1ca1 sawtooth for compar1son. Te/Te (20ce) 

at bursts and at sawtooth are p10tted 1n Fig. 9(a) for shot帯33704(Fig. 8). 

Fi酔 re9(b) shows the vert1ca1 prof11e of the soft x-ray 1ntens1ty modu1at10n 

(A/A) for shot #33318 1nd1cat1ng >100% near the edge. The comparison of the 

magn1tude of Te and A are shown 1n F1g. 9(c) for s1mi1ar d1scharge parameters 

as shot #33704. The top f1gure 1s a Te/Te (20ce) prof11e at sawtooth and 

precursor m-1 osc111at10n; the second graph shows the radia1 prof11es of Te/Te 
，、

and A/A at theburst; and the bottom one shows the vertica1 profiles of A/A 

at sawtooth and burst. These observat10ns are summarized as fo110ws: 

osc111at10n amp11tude 1ncreases 1arge1y at the outer region and even the 

centra1 part Te 1s modu1ated by severa1 percent (cf. Ref. [7J). 

Un1ike the c1ass1ca1 sawtooth， no 1nversion of the phase 1s observed with1n 

the reg10n covered (arrows 1n F1g. l(a)). Wh11e a 1arge increase 1n d1vertor 

e1ectron temprature at the burst 1s reported 1n ASDEX[14]. 
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The line average density measured by tangential and vertical CO2 

interferometer arrays did not indicate any evidence of rig modulation by bursts 

in excess of the inherent fluctuation level &ne of < 0.1x1013 cm~3 with 0.5ms 

time resolution as shown in Fig. 10. This result is different from the one 

observed in ASDEX in which the radial line integrated density was nodulated by 

the bursts [7]. 

The amount of plasma energy released (W) are estimated to be at least 

2-3Z of total energy per burst, based on the above measurement of the electron 

component. Fluctuations in the corrected diamagnetic signal indicates 

W/W of 1-5%, although similar fluctuation levels due to Ihyrister noise is 

also present. The overall effect on W due to the presence of bursts 

is evaluated as (TE/At) (W/W) and typically »10%, here
 T

E » 50-60ms and 

repetition of the burst At - 10ms is taken as rough numbers. In other words, 

the maximum 6p (or W) could be at least 10% higher for these burst dominated 

discharges, if the bursts were suppressed. 

Charge exchange fluxes are also affected due to the bursts. Figures 

ll(a) and ll(b) show the time evolution of raw neutral particle counts for 

different energy and species. Not only the slowing down component of the H 

atom (injection energy is = 72±lkeV in this case), but also bulk thermal 

components of deuterium are ejected correspond to each Da/Ha burst. In the 

case of Fig. 3 there is no clear correlation with Da/Ha bursts. Although the 

spatial birth position of these fast and thermal neutrals are not 

self-evident, increased edge neutrals and their penetration seem to be 

responsible for these ex. bursts. The reason for a time delay of 3-4ms from 

a Da/Ha burst to a ex. burst as shown in Fig. 11 is not clear at 

present. 
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The line average density measured by tangential and vert1cal ∞2 

interferometer arrays d1d not indicate any ev1dence of ne modulat10n by bursts 

1n excess of the 1nherent fluctuation level ~ñe of < 0.lxl013 cm-3 w1th 0.5田
綱、

t1me re自01ut10nas自hown1n F1g. 10. Th1s result 1s d1fferent from the one 

observed in ~qDEX 1n wh1ch the radial l1ne 1ntegrated dens1ty was即 dulatedby 

the bursts [7]. 

The血 ountof plasma energy released (W) are est1mated to be at least 

2-3% of total energy per burst，凶sedon the above臨 asurementof the electron 

component. Fluctuat10ns 1n the corrected diamagnet1c signal 1nd1cates 

w/w of 1-5%， although s1皿11arfluctuat10n levels due to lhyr1ster n01se 1s 

also present. The overall effect on W due to the presence of bursts 

1s evaluated as (τEI此}何Iw)and typ1cally =10%， hereτE = 50-60ms and 

repetit10n of the burst at 宮 10msis taken as rough numbers. 1n other words， 

the max1mum sp (or W) could be at least 10% h1gher for these burst dominated 

d1scharges， if the bursts were suppressed. 

Charge exchange fluxes are also affected due to the bursts. F1gures 

II(a) and II(b) sh側 thet1me evolut10n of raw neutral particle ∞unts for 

d1ffercnt energy and spec1es. Not only the s1ow1ng down component of the H 

atom (injection energy 1s = 72IlkeV 1n th1s case)， but also bulk then岨 1

components of deuter1um are ejected correspond to each Da/Ha burst. In the 

case of F1g. 3 there is no clear correlat10n w1th Da/Hαbursts. Although the 

spat1al birth pos1tion of these fast and thermal neutrals are not 

self-ev1dent， 1ncreased edge neutrals and the1r penetrat10n seem to be 

respons1ble for these c.x. bursts. The reason for a time delay of 3-4ms from 

a DαIHαburst to a c.x. burst as shown 1n F1g. 11 1s not clear at 

present. 
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Figure 12 shows that the bursts are also observed In the bolometer array 

(line-averaged radiation and e x . flux) signals, especially near the dlvertor 

region. Increments of the total radiation power of 0.5-1MW and 30-50% of 

those from the dlvertor region are measured, If the pickup effect due to 

B is assumed to be small. 
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Figure 12 shows that the bursts are a180 ob8erved in the bo10meter array 

(line-averaged radiation and c.x. f1ux) 8igna1s. e8pecia11y near the divertor 

region. Increment8 of the tota1 radiation p側 et' of 0.5-lMW and 30-50% of 

those from the divertor region are measured， if the pickup effect due to 

B i8 a8sumed to be四 a11.
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4.2 Mirnov Oscillation at Burst 

There is no apparent correlation between sawtooth activity or Mirnov 

oscillation and the burst onset as described previously. However, 

whether there are any common features in detailed structures on Bg or not 

is discussed in this section. 

Figure 13(a) shows an exmaple of the Be signal at two bursts (t=845ms 

and 860ms) for shot #33704. Marked bursts in Bg at the inner side 

(9C° < 9 < 240°) are observed at the beginning of the Da/Ha burst (in Fig. 

3(a) also). Figure 13(b) and (c) correspond to a relatively quiescent phase 

(no particular mode structure is found) and a clear m*3,4 oscillation phase in 

expanded time scale. Neither a characteristic structure nor any phase 

relation is found at these initial Da/Ha burst growing phases t=844.7ms 

- 845.5ms in (b) and 859.4ms -860 ms in (c) within the lOusec time 

resolution. It simply indicates the oscillation is turbulent or a higher 

frequency component could dominate in this phase. 

Although the time resolution of the Da/Ha signal (0.5 ms) is not small 

enough to identify the exact timing of the Da/Ha burst onset, Fig. 14 shows 

the phases which cover the time period from just prior to the Da/Ho rise to 

the beginning of the rise. The figure shows the existence of a specific 

one cycle m=n=0 (all in phase) oscillation with a 17-25kll2 at 200-500 MS 

intervals. 
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4.2 Mirnov Osc111ation at Burst 

There 18 no apparent correlat10n between sawtooth act1v1ty or Mirnov 

osc111at10n and the加 rstonset剖 descr1bedpreviously. However， 

whether there are any common features in deta11ed structures 00 Be or not 

1s d1scussed 1n th1s sect10n. 

Figure 13(a) shows an exmaple of the B9 signal at two bursts (t~45回

and 860ms) for shot世33704. Marked bursts io B9 at the inner s1de 

(9G~ ， 9 ， 2400
) are observed at the beg1nn1ng of the D~fH~ burst (1n F1g. 

3(a) also). F1gure 13(b) and (c) corre~pond to a relat1vely qu1escent phase 

(no part1cular mode structure 1s foundi and a clear ~3 ，4 osc111ation phase 1n 

expanded t1me sca1e. Ne1ther a characteristic structure nor any phase 

re1at10n 1s fouod at the串e1nit1al DafHa burst growiog phases t喝44.7ms

-845.5ms 1n (b) and 859.4ms -860田 1n(c) w1thin the 10凶 ectime 

resolut10n. lt simp1y 1nd1cates the osc111atioo 1s turbulent or a h1gher 

frequency compooent cou1d domioate in th1s phase. 

Although the time res01utioo of the DafHa s1goa1 (0.5 ms) 1s not 掴 a11

eoough to 1dent1fy the exact timing of the D~/Hαburst onset， F1g. 14 shows 

the phases which cover the t1me period from just pr10r to the Da/Ra r1se to 

the beg1n01ng of the r1se. The figure shows the ex1stence of a specif1c 

one cyc1e m=0=0 (a11 1n phase) osc111at10n with a 17-25hllz at 200-500~ 

1nterva1s. 
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Figure 15(a) Is a plot of Bg amplitude of the m-0 phase with respect to 

the poloidal angle. Relatively large amplitude modulation is found at 0 = 

120° and 240° which correspond to the corner of the triangular plasma shape 

(Fig. 1). The actual distribution of the poloidal field at each magnetic 

probe position in these elongated divertor shapes is shown in Fig. 15(b) which 

is obtained from time integrated Be signals. The characteristic pattern of 

BQ is shown as follows: weak Bg near the separatrix surface intersect to the 

wall and the difference between the inside (8 = 180°) and the outside (6 =0°) 

becoming small at the high Bp phase. Figure 15(c) shows the Bg/Bg profile thus 

obtained. The perturbation is found to be highly localized near the divertor 

region (8-240°). Similar but less pronounced oscillations are already present 

even during the quiescent (no burst) phase, as shown in Fig. 14. Therefore, 

these perturbations may bring about a burst when the amplitude becomes large. 

A similar perturbation profile is obtained even at the np3,4 dominant 

phase as shown in Fig. 16. The Bg/Bg profile at the nearly regular 

sinusoidal Mirnov oscillation (circle) and distorted phase (triangle) are 

shown and again BQ/BQ has a pronounced peak near the divertor by an order of 

10%. The same oscillations were also observed at this time in the fast 

response soft x-ray signals. However, due to the weak signal-to-background 

ratio, the internal structure cannot be specified. 
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，、
Figure 15(a) is a p10t of Be amp1itude of the m-O phase with respect to 

the po10ida1 ang1e. Re1ative1y 1arge a皿p1itudemodu1ation is found at e '" 

120
0 

and 240
0 

which correspond to the cor.ner of the triangu1ar p1asma shape 

(Fig. 1). The actual distribution of the p010ida1 fie1d at each回 gnetic

probe position in tnese e10ngated divertor shapes is shown in F1g. 15(b)曲 ich

i8 obtained from time integrated Be signa1s・Thecharacteristic pattern of 

Be is shown as f0110ws: weak Be near the separatrix surface intersect to the 

wa11 and the difference between the inside (e '" 1800
) and the outside (e '" 00

) 

becoming皿 a11at the hi俳句 phase. Figure 15(c) shows the Be/Be profi1e thus 

obtained. The perturbation is found to be high1y 10ca1ized near the divertor 

region (e-240
0

).  Simi1ar but 1ess pronounced osci11ations are a1ready present 

even during the quiescent (no以lr8t)phase. as shown in Fig. 14. Therefore. 

these perturbations may bring about a burst when the amp1itude becomes 1arge. 

A simi1ar perturbation profi1e is obtained even at the m-3.4 dominant 

phase as shown in Fig. 16. The Be/Be profi1e at the near1y regu1ar 

sinusoida1 Mirnov oscl11ation (circ1e) and distorted phase (triang1e) are 

shown and agaln Be/Be has a pronounced peak near the divertor by an order of 

10%. The same osci11ations were a1so observed at this time in the fast 

response soft x-ray signa1s. However. due to the weak signa1-to-background 

ratio. the interna1 structure cannot be specified. 
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5. Discussion and Summary 

No definite conclusion can be drawn about the trigger mechanism which may 

be responsible for the Da/Ha burst except that m-n-0 perturbations with an 

order of several to 10% seem to be possible candidates as a precursor type 

activity. No other Mirnov activity with a growth rate slower than several 

tenth of a usec and with a low m (0<m<6) number prior to the Da/Ha burst 

has been observed. Since we have almost no informat-'jn on the activity of 

scrape-off plasmas except that an order of 100kHz oscillation was detected on 

the saturation current of the Langmuir probe signal at the divertor plate, the 

possibility of some kind of electrostatic activity in the scrape-off region 

cannot be ruled out. 

As a result of this study the following conclusions may be made: 

H-mode divertor discharges usually accompany large Ha/Ha bursts which 

bring a large energy loss of at least 2-3% of total energy per single 

burst. Prior to the burst, a specific m=n=0 oscillation which was highly 

perturbed near the divertor region was observed. So far, no other particular 

MHD activities except the Da/Ha burst which determines the global confinement 

characteristics has been found. 
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5. Discussion and Summary 

No definite conc1usion can be drawn about the trigger mechanism which may 

be responsib1e for the Da/Ha burst except that m-n-O perturbations with an 

order of severa1 to 10% seem to be possib1e candidates as a precursor type 

activity. No other Mlrnov activity with a growth rate s10wer than severa1 

tenth of a ~sec and with a low m (O(m(6) n皿 berprior t') the DcJHa burst 

ー
has been observed. Since we have a1most no informat~Jn on the activity of 

scrape-off p1asmas except that an order of 100kHz osci11ation was detected on 

the saturation current of the Langmuir probe signa1 at the divertor p1ate， the 

possibi1ity of some kind of e1ectrostatic activity in the scrape-off region 

cannot be ru1ed out. 

As a resu1t of this study the fo110wing conc1usions may be made: 

H-mode divertor discharges usua11y accompany 1arge Da/Ha bursts which 

bring a 1arge energy 10ss of at 1east 2-3% of tota1 energy per sing1e 

burst. Prior to the burst， a specific m=n=O osci11ation which was high1y 

perturbed near the divertor region was observed. So far， no other particular 

阻s) activities except the Dα/Hαburst which determines the g1oba1 confinement 

characteristics has been found. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 Dlvertor configuration (results of MHD equilibrium calculation) 

used in this study. Eleven internal magnetic probes are 

isntalled every 30° from 300° to 240°. The regions 

observed by tangential and vertical soft x-ray arrays are 

indicated by arrows. Limiters (outside primary, top backup and 

insidd NBI armor tiles) are shown as shaded area (a). 

(b) corresponds to the case discussed in Section 4. 

The gap between the separatrix magnetic surface and the limiters 

is 3-5 cm. 

Fig. 2 Operational regime expressed in terms of fy--&p diagram obtained in 

the divertor configuration shown in Fig. 1. qa* is simply given as 

(Bx/uolp) (2ira
2/R) (l+K2a)/2. The shaded region corresponds to the 

threshold of the onset of fishbone activity reported in [3]. 

Fig. 3 Time evolution (800-880msec) of one of the H-mode discharges. 

Parameters are: Bj. 2 1.8T, Ip = 0.49MA, "n̂, - 4xlO
13 cm"3, Bp =1.3, 

3T = 1.7% and PINJ
 a 4.4MW. (a) From top to bottom: 

Be (6-180°), Bg (8»0° most of the Be bursts are saturated due to the 

amplifier gain); soft x-ray fluctuation at z= -4cm (SXRF22); Da/Ha 

emission near the primary limiter (HALPALIM), perpendicular ex. flux 

(lms sampling time) of slowing down beam particles with an energy 

range between 61-64keV (TPRP 61-64H); and thermal deuterium ions with 

l-3keV (TPRP 1-3D); soft x-ray emission from the central region 

SXRS25) and half-way from the center(SXRS20); and neutron emission 

with several to 10ms time resolution (NEUTI2). 
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旦盟主主包巴10nモ

F1g. 1 D1vertor conf1gurat1on (results of HHD equ111br1岨 calculat1on)

F1g. 2 

F1g. 3 

used 1n th1s study. E1even 1nterna1 magnet1c probes are 

1snta11ed every 300 from 3000 to 240 0 • The reg10ns 

observed by tangent1a1 and vert1ca1 soft x-ray arrays are 

ind1cated by arrows. L1m1ters (outside pru日 ry，top backup and 

1ns1~d NBI armor t11es) are sh叩 nas shaded area (a). 

(b) corresponds to the case d1scussed 1n Sect10n 4. 

The gap between the separatr1x magnet1c surface and the limiters 

1s 3-5岨.

Operat1ona1 reg1me叫 ressed1n terms of骨四spdiagra皿 obta1ned1n 

the d1vertor conf1gurat1on shown 1n F1g. 1. qa* 1s s1mply given as 

(BT/μolp) (2官a2/R)(1+K2a)/2. The shaded region corresponds to the 

thresho1d of the onset of f1shbone act1v1ty reported 1n [31. 

T1me evo1ut1on (800-880msec) of one of the H-mode d1scharges. 

Parameters are: Br = 1.8T， lp 0.49MA， ~ -4x1013 cm-3 • sp ~ 1.3. 

sT ~ 1.7% 卸 dPINJ ~ 4.4MW. (a) From top to bottom: 

Be (e~1800). Be (&a00 most of the Be bursts are saturated due to the 

amp11fier gain); soft x-ray fluctuation at z= -4cm {SXRF22); Da/Ha 

em1ss1on near the pr1mary l1miter (HALPALIM)， perpend1cu1ar c. x. flu~[ 

(lms s掴 p11ngtime) of slowing d側 n beam part1c1es w1th an energy 

range between 61-64keV (TPRP 61-64H); and therma1 deuterium ions with 

1-3keV (TPRP 1-3D); soft x-ray四 issionfrom the centra1 reg10n 

SXRS25) and half-way from the center(SXRS20); and neutron個 ission

w1th severa1 to 10ms t1me resolut1on (NEUT12). 
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(b) One of the Bg bursts in expanded time scale. 20kHz oscillations are 

seen both in BQ (8»0°) and soft x-ray emission (z* -4cm). 

Fig. 4 Examples of H-mode discharges with typical Da/Ha bursts. Traces 

are ftom top to bottom : Da/Ha emission looking at the main plasma 

(HALPHAU), near the primary limiter (HALPHALIM) and near the divertor 

x-point (HALPHAM), soft x-ray emission from the central region (z=0, 

SXRS25) and half-way region (? • +24cm, SXRS20), diamagnetic raw 

signal (a (l~3p)> plasma pressure increases downward, 
B T 

DIAMAG), gas puffing rate (GASPFA) and number of ii.jected neutral 

beams (BEAMPOWER), respectively. All signals in arbitrary units. 

The SXRS25 signal is saturated at t=890-960ms in (a). Discharge 

parameters for (a) #33704 : Ip « 0.62MA, B? = 2.3T, "ng = 4.7xl0
13 

cm"3 and PINj = 4.5MW; and (b) #33318 : Ip - 0.49MA, to? = 1.8T, tie 

- 4.5xl013 cm"3, PIJJJ - 4.4MW. 

Fig. 5 Onset region of Da/Ha bursts in terms of relative intensity AI/l of 

Da/Ha (HAPHAU) burst vs. 3p for different I p and Bj. Line-connected 

points indicate the presence of bursts during those 3p changes. 
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(b)伽leof the Be bursts 1n expanded time sca1e. 20kHz osc111ations are 

seen加 th1n Be (6-0D
) and 80ft x-ray岨 18sion(za -4cm). 

Ex血.p1esof H-mode discharges with ty.pica1 Da/Ha bursts. Traces 

are fL'om top to加 ttom Da/Ha emission 100king at the main p1asma 

(HALPHAU)， near the pr1mary 1imiter (HALPHAL1M) and near the divertor 

x-point (HALPHAM). soft x-ray emission from the centra1 region (z=O， 

SXRS25) and ta1f-way region (哩=+24cm， SXRS20)， diamagnetic raw 
l~i!. 

signal (a:ーニー (l-sp); pla8ma pressure increases d抑 nward，
BT 

DIA幽 G)>> gas puffing rate (GASPFA) and nwnber of iIjected neutra1 

beams (BE~~OWER) ， res.pective1y. All signa1s in arbitrary units. 

The SXRS25 signa1 is saturated at t=890-960田 in(a). Discharge 

.par訓 etersfor (8) #33704 1p -0.62MA. Br ~ 2.3T. De ~ 4.7xl013 

cm-3 and PINJ ~ 4.5MW; and (b) #33318 1p S 0.49MA. Br ~ 1.8T， ~ 

~ 4.5x1013 cm-3， P1NJ ~ 4.4MW. 

Fig. 5 Ouset region of l)α/Hαbursts in terms of re1ative intensity 4[/1 of 

Dα/Hα(貼 PHAU)burst vs. sp for different Ip and Br・ Line-connected

points indicate the presence of bursts during those sp changes. 
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Increment of 0p per unit injection power (A&p/PxNj)
 w i t h respect 

to Ip~ • Full and open symbols correspond to discharges with and 

without Da/Ha bursts, respectively. PIHJ * 3.2-4.5MW. Circles 

and triangles are discharges at Bx - 2.3T-2.4T and 1.8T with divertor 

configuration shown in Fig. 1. Square points are obtained in simple 

D shape (ka~1.4) plasma at Rf - 2.4-2.3T. Arrows are the shots 

described in Sec. 4. 

ig. 7 Expanded signals of the discharges shown in Fig. 4 (800ms-880ms). 

From top to bottom: Da/Ha emission near the primary limiter; 

Be signal at 6 - 180°, Bg at 6 - 0 ° ; high frequency component of soft 

x-ray signal at z • -4cm (SXRF22); soft x-ray emission at z » 24cm; 

radial position indicator (inward shift corresponds to downward, 

RPA); vertical position indicator (upper direction upward, ZP); 

and hard x-ray monitor without lead attenuation (HXR-UP-2), 

respectively, in arbitrary units, (a) : shot #33704, and (b) : 

shot #33318. The signal is saturated at t > 820ms in BQ 

at e = 0° in (b) and part of Bg and SXRF22 in (a). 

Lg. 8 Fluctuations in Te evolution measured by multi-channel 2ftce grating 

radiometer. Corresponding to classical sawtooth activity(SXRS25 

signal is saturated at t>890ms) and the 0a/Ha bursts (shown in the 

top figure), Te modulation is clearly seen, m « 1 oscillation was 

also detected. Data is shown for R * 6.3cm, and -11cm in arbitrary 

units. Shot #33704 (750ms -950ms). 

- 2 2 -
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'ig. 6 Increment of sp per unit injection抑，wer(asp/PINJ) with respect 

to Ip-2. Fu11 and open sy圃bo1scorrespond to discharges with and 

without Da/Hαbursts， respective1y. PINJ -3.2-4.5MW. Circ1es 

and tr!ang1es are discharges at &r = 2.3T-2.4T and 1.8T with divertor 

configuration shown in Fig. 1. Square points are obtained in simp1e 

D shape (ka~1.4) p1asma at Br = 2.4-2.3T. Arrows are the shots 

described in Sec. 4. 

19. 7 Expanded signa1s of the discharges shown in Fig. 4 (800田ー880田).

From top to bottom: DαIHαemission near the primary 1imiter; 

Be signa1 at e -1800， Be at e・0
0

; high frequency component of soft 

x-ray signa1 at z --4cm (SXRF22); soft x-ray emission at z -24cm; 

radia1 position indicator (inward shift corresponds to downward， 

RPA); vertica1 position indicator (upper direction upward， ZP); 

and hard x-ray monitor without 1ead attenuation (HXR-UP四 2)，

respective1y， in arbitrary units. (a) shot #33704， and (b) 

shot #33318. The signa1 is sat'lrated at t > 820田 inBe 

at e = 00 in (b) and part of Be and SXRF22 in (a). 

19. 8 F1uctuations in Te evo1ution臨 asuredby mu1ti-channe1 2Gce grating 

radiometer. Corresponding to c1assica1 sawtooth activity(SXRS25 

signa1 is saturated at t)890ms) and the Da/Hαbursts (shown in the 

top figure)， Te modu1ation is c1ear1y seen. m z 1 osci11ation was 

a1so detected. Data is shown for R -6.3cm， and -llcm in arbitrary 

units. Shot #33704 (750田ー950田). 
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Fig. 9 Modulation profiles of electron temperature and soft x-ray emission 

at Do/Ha bursts and classical sawtooth relaxation, including phase 

relations (upward is taken to be a decrease of T e and A), (a) shows 

the radial profile of Te/Te measured by 2lice. Circles and squares 

correspond to sawtooth and Da/Ha bursts respetively, for Shot #33704. 

(b) shows a vertical profile of the soft x-ray modulation (A/A) 

at the burst, (c), from the Cop figure radial profile of Te/Te 

(2fice) at the sawtooth with m - 1 oscillation, radial profile of 

A/A and Te/Te at the burst and a vertical profile of A/A 

for a discharge similar to shot #33704. 

Fig. 10 Line-averaged electron density measured with CO2 laser 

interferometers at 800-880ms, showing n. From the top: vertical 

line integral (C02V) and tangential line integral with torus tangency 

radius Ro«102cm (C02A), Ro-167cm (CO2B) and R0-179cm (CO2D). In 

arbitrary units. 

Fig. 11 Modulation of a nearly perpendicular e x . flux (raw counts) due to 

the bursts. From the second figure, the slowing down component of a 

beam ion with energy of ~48keV, ~62keV and -*64keV, and thermal 

deuterium ions with ~1.6keV and ~2.6keV are shown for shot #33704 (a) 

and #33318 (b). The sampling time of e x . is lms. 

Fig. 12 The time evolution of the bolomeer array signals during the four 

bursts (t » 820ms -870ms). The 5 left channels looking at the 

divertor region an<f ch. 5 -ch. 19 correspond to the main plasma. 

- 2 3 -
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Fig. 9 Modu1ation profi1es of e1ectron temperature and soft x-ray eaission 

at Dα/Hαbursts and c1assica1 sawtooth relaxation. inc1uding pbase 

re1ations (upward is taken to be a decrease of Te and A). (a) shows 

the radia1 profi1e of Te/Te臨 asuredby 2nce. Circ1es and sq回 res

correspond to sawtooth and Da/Ha bursts respetive1y. for Shot #33704. 

(b) sh四 sa vertica1 profi1e of the soft x-ray齢 du1ation(A/A) 

at the burst. (c). from the ζ~p figure radia1 profi1e of Te/Te 

(2gce) at the sawtooth叫 thm -1 osci11ation. radia1 profi1e of 

A/A and Te/Te at the burst and a vertica1 profi1e of A/A 

for a discharge simi1ar to shot #33704. 

Fig. 10 Line-averaged e1ectron density 臨 asuredwith C02 1aser 

interferometers at 800-880ms， showing n. From the top: vertica1 

line integra1 (∞2V) and tangentia1 1ine integra1 with torus tangency 

radius Ro-102cm (C02A)， Ro・167cm(C02B) and Ro・179cm(C02D). 1n 

arbitrary units. 

Fig. 11 Modu1ation of a near1y perpendicu1ar c.x. f1ux (raw counts) due to 

the bursts. From the second figure， the s10wing down component of a 

beam ion with energy of叫 8keV. 内 62keVand ~4keV ， and theraa1 

deuterium ions with ~1.6keV and ~2.6keV are sh叩 nfor shot 133704 (a) 

and拘3318(b). 百 es岨 p1ingtime of c.x. is 1 ms. 

Fig. 12 The time ev01ution of the bo10meer array signa1s during the four 

加 rsts(t -820回目870ms)• The 5 1eft channe1s 1∞klng at the 

divertor region ane ch. 5 -ch. 19 correspond to the maln p1asaa. 
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Fig. 13 Mirnov oscillation at two particular bursts at t = 845ms 

and 860ms for shot #33704. Figure shows from top to bottom: 

Be at 6 - -60°, -30°, 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°, 180°, 210° and 

240° (see Fig. l(a)). The expanded time scales for the quiescent 

phase in the 6 ms full scale (840-846ms) (b) and the large Mirnov 

oscillation phase in 3 ms full scale (858-861ms)(c). 

Fig. 14 Be signals including 6 - 0°, ty - 75° (top figure) exhibit one cycle 

m-n-0 oscillations at t - 843.6 - 844.6 ms of Fig. 13(b) prior to the Be 

burst at t - 844.7 ms. The sampling time is 10us. 

Fig. 15 (a) Poloidal BQ amplitude distribution of m»n«0 oscillation at 

844.4ms of Fig. 14. BQ (Tesla/sec) and Be (Tesla) are used in the 

same symbol as Be in this paper, (b) Time-averaged Be field distribution 

at ohsflic (650ms) and NBI (850ms) phases, (c) Bg/Bg distribution. 

Angle 6 is defined in Fig. l(a). 

Fig. 16 A similar plot to Fig. 15(c) during the large Mirnov oscillation 

excited phase (Fig. 13(c)). Regular sinusoidal oscillation phase 

(circles) is shown as a comparison with the distorted phase 

(triangles 859.4-859.5ms). 
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F1g. 13 M1rnov osc111at1on at two part1cular bursts at t ~ 845ms 

and 860ms for shot 133704. F1gure shows from top to bottom: 

Be at e --60・， -300， 0・， 300，60・， 90・， 1200， 1500， 1800， 2100 and 

2400 (see F1g. l(a)). 引leexpanded t1me scales for the qu1escent 

phase 1n the 6 ms full scale (840-846田) (b) and the large M1rnov 

osc111at1on phase 1n 3回 full sci11e (858-861Ds)(c). 

F1g. 14 Be s1gnals 1nclud1ng e・0"，中ー 750 (top f1gure) exh1b1t one cycle 

m-n-O osc111at1ons at t -843.6 -844.6田 ofF1g.日(b)pr10r to the Be 

burst at t ~ 844.7 ms. The sampl1ng t1me 18 10μs. 

F1g. 15 (a) Polo1dal Be岨 pl1tudedlst~1but1on of m-n-O osc111at1on at 
.t 

844.4ms of F1g. 14. Be (Tesla/sec) and Be (Tesla) are used 1n the 

same symbol as Be 1n th1s paper. (b) T1me-averaged Be f1eld dlstr1but1on 

at ohlal~ (650田)and NBI (850闘) phases. (c) Be/Be d1str1but1on. 

Angle e 1s def1ned 1n F1g. l(a). 

F1g. 16 A s1m11ar plot to F1g. 15(c) durlng the large M1rnov osc111at1on 

exc1ted phase (F1g. 13(c)). Re思l1ars1nuso1dal osc111at1on phase 

(c1rcles) 1s shown as a comparlson w1th the d1storted phase 

(tr1angles 859.4-859.5田). 
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